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BLUE SKIES
Issue V III

June 2017

Highlights of the 8th Issue of Blue Skies !
Learn more about new customers added to AISATS’ family.
AISATS COOLPORT gets certified for GDP and HACCP. Learn
more about new services that AISATS brings to improve
customer service experience.

“Customer Service is a philosophy to

AISATS stations DEL, BLR, HYD and TRV continues to get
recognized for their contribution to their customers
performances.

be embraced by everyone in an
organization. Everyone plays their part
in contributing to the customer’s

Read how AISATS celebrates Safety Week to spread safety
awareness at its locations.

experience”.

AISATS BLR and DEL contribute towards the skill up gradation
of the underprivileged through various initiatives thereby
making them independent.
Read about various staff engagement and welfare activities
organised for AISATS staff at various locations.
Compliments from passengers, as always, motivate the
employees to continue their efforts of passenger delight.

To read in forthcoming pages...








Automated Exterior Aircraft Cleaning performed by AISATS
using Nordic Dino II at IGI Airport

Page 2 for New Customers
Page 3 for AISATS COOLPORT Certifications
Page 3-5 for New Initiatives by AISATS.
Pages 6-8 for Awards, Accolades and
customer recognition.
Page 9-10 for CSR Activities
Page 10-11 for Staff Engagement Activities
Pages 12-16 for Staff Compliments
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New Customer
AISATS welcomes GoAir at BLR

AISATS welcomes Jet Airways at IXE

AISATS BLR welcomed GoAir to its family. AISATS will
provide ramp handling services to its flights at
Kempegowda International Airport, Bengaluru. This is an
extension of the existing relationship between AISATS
and GoAir at HYD.

After providing ground handling services for Jet Airways
flights at DEL and BLR, AISATS further strengthens the
relationship by providing ramp handling services to Jet
Airways at IXE.

AISATS handles international flights of SpiceJet at TRV
From 10th May, 2017, SpiceJet has started international operations from TRV to MLE and AISATS is a proud partner
to handle its flights at TRV.

AISATS DEL starts handling Air India Express flight to Dhaka
Air India Express has started operating a new flight on the Delhi–Dhaka route from 16th February 2017. AISATS
congratulates Air India Express on the expansion of its network and will be handling the additional flight.
On this occasion, Mr. Ashwani Lohani, Chairman & Managing Director, Air India handed over boarding pass to the first
passenger of the inaugural flight and passengers took off with an unforgettable travel experience with Air India
Express.
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Certification
AISATS COOLPORT receives GDP and HACCP Certificates
AISATS COOLPORT has received its Good Distribution
Practices (GDP) certification for receiving, handling,
storing and dispatching of pharmaceutical and
perishable cargo as per the World Health Organisation
(WHO) standards. AISATS COOLPORT
also aims to Authorised Economic
Operator (AEO) and IATA Center of
Excellence
for
Independent
Validators (CEIV) certifications in
the near future, to promote better
trade facilitation for cold chain
industry.

In yet another first, AISATS COOLPORT is India’s first onairport facility to be Hazard analysis and critical control
points (HACCP) certified. AISATS COOLPORT is HACCP
compliant as per Codex guidelines of HACCP-CAC/RCP 12003 for providing warehouse facilities, storage and
handling of food and perishable
cargo. HACCP focuses on a
systematic preventive approach to
food safety from biological, chemical
and physical hazards through
effective hazard analysis and control
of critical points at every stage of the
production, storage and distribution
process.

New Initiative
AISATS brings Automated Exterior Aircraft Cleaning at Indira Gandhi International
(IGI) Airport DEL !
Air India SATS Airport Services Pvt. Ltd. (AISATS), is the 1st ground handler in India to introduce Automated Exterior
Aircraft Cleaning (AEAC) at Indira Gandhi International (IGI) Airport, New Delhi, utilizing Nordic Dino II (manufactured
by Aviator) , an automated purpose built system, for the cleaning services.
The Nordic Dino II is a computerized and self-contained system that will bring in a high level of automation and
sophistication in the aircraft exterior cleaning process. Conventionally, it takes at least 5-6 hours, 18 persons and
gallons of water to clean one aircraft, but with the automated process, narrow body aircrafts can be cleaned in just 2
hours, thereby reducing aircraft turnaround time. The cutting edge technology will improve the quality of exterior
cleaning and will significantly reduce the number of resources and man hours deployed during conventional manual
cleaning of aircrafts.
The robotic equipment has a washing height of 8.5 meters, and can easily wash up to B737 sized aircraft. The
Automated cleaning system deployed consists of a mobile power unit, spray nozzles and rotating cleaning brushes
powered by a lightweight remote control. To operate the system and to carry out the cleaning process efficiently,
AISATS has skilled personnel specially trained by Aviator.
AISATS has started providing AEAC services to Air India. These services are completed in just one fourth of the usual
time spent on cleaning narrow body aircraft.
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New Initiative
AISATS launches Door delivery services of Mishandled Baggage (MHB) at BLR
AISATS BLR has started door delivery services of Mishandled Baggage as a value added service to airlines passengers.
With this new initiative, airlines will get premium, personalized, professional and seamless baggage delivery as per
international standards, End-to-End solutions right from arrival of the baggage till delivery and 24/7 Customer
Services with regular updates on the status of delivery.

AISATS BLR now provides Bonded Trucking Services
Bangalore International Airport Limited (BIAL) along with Air Cargo Terminal Operators of BLR Airport has started
dedicated Bonded Trucking services from Tirupur to BLR Airport as part of the phase I. This will help develop
Bangalore International Airport as air cargo consolidation gateway for South India and will facilitate the overall trade.
As distance between Tirupur and BLR is approx. 350 Kilometers with average road transportation time of 8 to 9 hours,
the bonded trucking aims to operate bonded trucks from Tirupur to BLR Airport through non-congested routes, so
that the cargo reaches the airport on time. To facilitate this process and avoid inconvenience to the exporters, AISATS
in collaboration with BIAL and other cargo terminal operators, has set up a branch in Tirupur which will take care of
all customs clearances for exporting of garments from Tirupur.
In near future, these services could be expanded to other locations of Southern India.

India Post inaugurates APTMO at AISATS Air Freight Terminal BLR
India Post inaugurated their “Airport Transit Mail Office” (APTMO)
at AISATS Air Freight Terminal on 01st May 2017.
India Post will use the APTMO for sorting of transit mail to increase
its operational efficiency and to better manage e-commerce loads
which have been growing at 10% YoY.
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Awards and Accolades
AISATS BLR receives the prestigious ‘Air
Cargo Terminal Management’ Award

AISATS HYD gets awards for their Safety
Performance

AISATS BLR received the prestigious “Air Cargo Terminal
Management” Award from the Indian Chamber of
Commerce for the 6th consecutive year at the 7th edition
of Supply Chain and Logistics Summit and Excellence
Awards 2017 held on 27th Feb 2017.

Safety being core value of AISATS, it gives immense
pleasure when associates appreciate the efforts
towards the excellent safety performance.

Shri Sanjay Mitra (IAS) - Secretary to Govt. of India, Department of
Road Transport and Highways awarding the trophy to AISATS
during the ICC conclave

In one such case, Cathay Pacific has
awarded AISATS HYD for their best
overall Safety performance in Ramp
Activities.

Similarly,
GMR
Hyderabad
International Airport Limited also
recognized and awarded AISATS
for the significant contribution to
GHIAL Safety Initiative, during its
Safety Week celebration from 4th
March 2017 to 10th March 2017.

Customer Recognition
Mahan Air appreciates AISATS DEL

AISATS DEL wins ANA Quality Awards

AISATS DEL received certificates of appreciation from
Mahan Air for providing
outstanding
and
professional
handling
services and for carrying
out the operations
efficiently.

AISATS DEL has won the 1st position in ANA Quality
Awards in the Tier 3 category (Asia Pacific and Australia).
ANA Quality Awards
cover
areas
of
Customer
Satisfaction Index,
Ramp Safety, MHB
and OTP.

Silk Air appreciates AISATS TRV staff for outstanding performance
The Management of Silk Air, Trivandrum had initiated a Ground Handling Staff motivation program
in 2017 called ‘Star of the month’. The first recipient of the award was Mr.Vijeesh Vijayan, lead
assistant, AISATS TRV, for his outstanding performance.
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Customer Recognition
Vistara appreciates AISATS BLR for its performance in Club Vistara Campaign
Vistara recently launched Club Vistara (CV) frequent flier enrolment campaign with AISATS BLR team and a
competition was held among the staff for doing maximum CV frequent flier enrolment. Mr. Anuj, Mr. Manu, Mr.
Pardeep and Mr. Dastagir Badsha were
the winners for doing maximum
enrolment
and
were
given
appreciation gifts by Vistaras’ Airport
Manager, Mr Santhosh Nair. Vistara
also celebrated ‘Ethics Day’ on 3rd
March 2017 and Mr. Dhanasekahar,
Customer Service team won the poster
Mr. Dhanasekhar , winner of Poster
making competition organised by the Mr. Anuj, Mr. Manu, Mr. Pradeep, Mr. Dasatgir,
winners of Club Vistara Enrolment Competition
making Competition
airline.

Cathay Dragon recognises AISATS BLR’s contribution in its award winning performance
Its heartening when Airlines win awards in their network for their
performance and they further recognise AISATS’ contribution
towards their success. Cathay Dragon Bengaluru Airport Team
receives 3 Awards at t he CX/KA Airport Awards 2016


Best Self Service Check-in Award for achieving highest
percentage of self-service check-in usage in the Cathay Pacific &
Cathay Dragon Network in 2016
 Outstanding Baggage Handling Award for achieving zero accountable & transfer baggage mishandling in 2016
 Outstanding Airport Delay Management Award for achieving zero airport delay in 2016
Cathay Dragon appreciated AISATS for being a a reliable partner.

Etihad Airways appreciates AISATS BLR and HYD for their excellent support.
Etihad Airways’ Bangalore Station received “Best Station
in Indian Sub-Continent” award during its annual
regional APM conference held in Mumbai on 25-26 April
2017 for consistently achieving OTP & delighting its
customers in 2016. On this special occasion Mr Bhaskar
congratulated each of the
team member involved in
EY operation in BLR for
this achievement.
He said, “ My gratitude to
the AISATS management
team for all the support,
understanding and CAN DO
attitude which makes the
world of difference.”

Mr Bhaskar Mazumdar, Airport
Manager - BLR receiving award
from Etihad Airways Vice
President – Global Airports, Mr.
Ali Al Shamsi

On the same occasion Etihad Airways’ Hyderabad station
has been awarded as the ‘station of the year 2016’ for
receiving highest number of positive feedback in the
network (consistently for 07 months), highest revenue
generator in the region for Instant upgrades, for coming
up with initiatives of ownership and for outstanding QA
audit performance. Airport Manager, Mr. Ijaz Manoly,
was quick in recognising the efforts of AISATS HYD team
in bringing success to the station.
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Customer Recognition
Emirates declares AISATS BLR and HYD as ‘Station of the Month’
AISATS BLR has been declared as ‘ Station of the month’
by Emirates for Jan 2017. On this occasion Mr Samuel
Prabhakar, Airport Services Manager, Emirates Bangalore
conveyed his appreciation to the entire MHB team and
the ULD management team for their contribution to this
success.

AISATS HYD was declared as ‘station of the month’ for
the month of February 2017 by Emirates Airlines for
uplifting maximum volume of baggage for 28,803
passengers.

Customer Engagement
AISATS DEL thanks Airline Customers
AISATS DEL thanked customer airlines Etihad airways, Vistara, Asiana Airlines and Tajk Air for their association and for
their continuous support to AISATS.

Anniversary celebration with
Etihad Airways

Anniversary celebration with
Vistara

Anniversary celebration with
Asiana Airlines

Anniversary celebration with
Tajik Air

Special Handling
AISATS BLR handles the longest piece of odd-size cargo for SQ Freighter
AISATS-BLR made a record when it handled the longest individual cargo piece of length 1560 cms and weight of 1.4
tons on 22nd Feb 2017. Due to its length, 02 skids of length 1120 cms was used as a base and 10 ton forklift was used
to load the piece on 02 PGA (20 foot pallets).
The handling was made possible with the teamwork shown by AISATS Cargo and Ramp teams together with
Singapore Airlines Cargo (SQC) team. On this occasion Mr Jubilant Johnson - Sr. Cargo Officer, Singapore Airlines
Cargo appreciated the efforts in handling of the entire operation from acceptance to the uplift of the longest pcs ever
transported ex-BLR (so far
on record) . With special
thanks to the equipment
operator Mr. Jothi J, who
has skilfully operated 10
ton forklift in positioning
the long pieces in place and
wrote “We pulled it
together amidst all the
limitations and challenges”.
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Safety
AISATS organises Pan India National Safety Week at its stations
AISATS organised Pan India Safety Week at all its locations from 04th to 10th Mar 2017 with the aim of spreading
Safety Awareness among its staff and Stakeholders. Airport operators of DEL, BLR, HYD, TRV and IXE also joined hands
with AISATS in the safety campaign to highlight safety as a core AISATS value.
The safety week began with lamp lightning ceremonies, inaugural speeches by the chief guests, safety pledges and
safety walks at all locations. Various activities such as Safety Quiz competition, Essay writing competition– Safety: Its
relevance in the present day aviation, short speech-Safety: My Understanding, and safety briefing sessions on
various topics spanning from Injury prevention & control measures, Hazard Reporting / VSR, Company’s Non-punitive
Policy, Incident / accident or near-miss reporting, Manual Handling, Human factors / Ergonomics, Risk based PPE &
requisite compliance, to Adherence to Apron norms / Company standard procedures were organised.

AISATS TRV– Winners of Pan India Safety Quiz Competition

AISATS BLR-Runner up of Safety Quiz Competition

Mr. Jyothimayi Patteht (AISATS
BLR)-Winner of Essay competition

CSR Activities
AISATS BLR initiates skill development program for underprivileged women
AISATS BLR in association with Unnathi Protection of Human Rights Society, launched a three month flagship training
program on skill development in the field of food processing to empower rural, unemployed women of Devanahalli,
Bengaluru. Spanned over three months, Skill Upgradation Training Program (SUTP) is a comprehensive, specialized
skill development workshop aimed at
engaging
fifty unemployed and
underprivileged women
in income
generating activities for a sustainable
livelihood, thus fostering socio-economic
independence.
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CSR Activities
AISATS DEL organises Valedictory Function for DCCW computer training centre
AISATS DEL has organised a Valedictory Function for 32 trainees who have completed basic computer training at
DCCW computer training center on 31st Jan, 2017. AISATS DEL had earlier set up the Training Centre in March 2016
at Trilokpuri resettlement colony, with an aim to develop technical vocational skills of underprivileged children and
youth to help make them self-sufficient.

Staff Welfare
AISATS DEL and HYD organizes Dental check up camp
Two Dental Checkup Camps were organized for AISATS’ employees at DEL & HYD. The camps were organized in
association with Apollo Munich Health Insurance Co. Ltd. A total 450 employees participated in the program. The
Medical teams at both stations educated AISATS’ employees about preventive measures of common dental ailments,
tooth decay and gum diseases.

Dental Check-up Camp organized at AISATS DEL

Dental Check-up Camp organized at AISATS HYD

Staff Engagement
AISATS DEL organizes Interdepartmental Cricket Tournament
AISATS
DEL
organized
an
Interdepartmental
Cricket
Tournament on 16th & 17th
February 2017, at Air Force Station
Sports Complex Palam New Delhi.
96 employees enthusiastically
participated in this Tournament.

Winner: Baggage team

Man of the match: Mr. Amar, Baggage
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Staff Engagement
AISATS DEL participates in ‘SKYLMPICS’ organized by GMR , Delhi
AISATS DEL employees participated in ‘Skylympics 2017’ a mega event organized by GMR Delhi from 3rd March 2017
to 5th March 2017. A total 34 AISATS’ DEL employees participated in Cricket, Badminton, Table Tennis, Volleyball,
Football and Relay run. Football and Table Tennis teams qualified for League matches and reached the quarter final
round.

AISATS TRV Organises Management in Action Campaign
AISATS TRV continued their ‘Management in Action’ campaign wherein the participating management were allocated
to perform cleaning duties at the AISATS GSE Yard. The aim of this program was to keep the AISATS Airport facility
neat & clean. The
program also helped
to foster team work,
improve
management-staff
relations and staff
commitment toward
the company.

AISATS BLR appreciates its Star Performers
AISATS is quick in recognizing and awarding the performance of the employees. This not only motivates the star
performers to continue their good work but also sets an example for fellow colleagues to follow the suite. Star
performers are selected based upon the predefined criteria wherein the staff is readily available to perform the
assigned tasks, participates voluntarily to fulfill the organization tasks and goals, has positive attitude towards work, is
well appreciated by the airline customers, enjoys good rapport with his associates ( internal and external), and leads
and performs well in strenuous situation.

Mr. Satish M G,

Mr. Sridhar S J ,

Mr. Somashekar D ,

Mr. Ravikumar R,

HR/ Admin, AISATS BLR

Cargo Services, AISATS BLR

Cargo Service, AISATS BLR

Security, AISATS BLR

Mr. Chandrashekar S ,
Customer Service ,
AISATS BLR
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Compliments for Staff
Duty Managers AISATS BLR
Appreciation for efficient On Time Performance delivered
“With reference to the above subject, we would like to appreciate the excellent handling
of our additional Umrah and Sked flights by your Team for the period 16th to 23rd
April’17 taking into consideration the following key area’s which was managed
effectively :16th April’17 – Two back to back flights (Additional / Sked) both with on- time check-in
performance
19th April’17 - Two back to back flights (Additional / Sked) where additional Umrah flight
was delayed by 9 hours, continuous hard work & extra time dedicated by GHA Team. We
experienced heavy congestion at departure immigration point where approximately 600
passengers we in “Q” point due OAL operations of which 150 were Umrah Guests and
team managed to clear same on-time with no delay!
20th April’17 – Additional flight was again delayed for 7 hours and still Team gave their extra effort for check-in with on-time departure!
21st & 23rd April’17 – Sked flights were again full with Umrah loads and with DNB situation on 23rd April’17 where their efforts was marvelous!
As such we would thank the Duty Managers – Ms. Mayuri / Mr. Haribabu / Mr. Manoj and Flight Supervisor’s – Mr. Rajanaik / Mr. Azim & Mr.
Lakshman & their Team for their Good and continuous hard work especially to handle these busy movements very peacefully and with effective
co-ordination. Please continue your good work and dedication towards SAUDIA!
..By Nitin Krishnamurthy , LD Customer Services Agent

AISATS BLR Cargo Team
Appreciated for carrying out ground handling successfully
“We thank you and your team, for the support extended to us handling the EK9219/31st Mar Freighter out
of BLR with an uplift of 98.678 Tons chargeable load. Also we appreciate your entire team member and
also the Freighter ground handling preparedness and readiness, was done smoothly, good co-ordination
with the local authorities / agencies etc. as there was no hitch sighted in handling the Freighter.
Especially your Export checker Jillu/Sridhar/Musthafa/and all DMs have done excellent job, we appreciate
the Job well done on behalf of Emirates SkyCargo BLR Team.”
...By Alphy Lourdu Nathan ,Cargo Officer, Emirates Skycargo
Mr. Ariffin, Mr. Bobban and AISATS BLR Cargo Team
Appreciated for carrying out ground handling successfully
“Our success has really been based on partnerships from the very beginning’ is what Bill Gates says and we would like to say this has been the
case between EY and AISATS.
Thank you for the wonderful support extended to achieve 100+ ton on our flight EY924/01 May. This could not have been possible without your
consistent support and co-operation. We would like to thank one and all for the co-ordination right from Acceptance / Scanning / Loading /
Cargo Load Control / Data Capture till Ramp handling. We appreciate the partnership and look forward to fulfilling more such 100+ ton flights.”
…..By Sobhana Ravindran, Cargo Sales Officer - Etihad Airways
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Compliments for Staff
Mr. Uma Shankar, AISATS BLR
Appreciated for providing Customer Delight
“Hats off to in-charge Mr. Uma Shankar at Bangalore airport who took personal pain to arrange for booking of my
check in luggage when the system was closed / ground staff at the belt were not available & also to allow for boarding
when the system was already closed. I reached at the counter only 20 minutes before the departure time the Boarding
time was already over.
Mr Uma Shankar understood my problem & after knowing the genuinely of my late arrival, he not only allowed me to travel but took all the
pain to take my check in luggage at the boarding gate himself. I am a regular traveller for last 20 years & never seen such personalized help /
hospitality / support / courtesy / humanity / in any other ground staff of any other airlines. “
.

...By Manoj Bajaj , passenger of Vistara

AISATS BLR team was appreciated for excellent on-time performance.
“Would like to share with you how amazing your team is doing exceptional work to manage the aircraft turnaround activities under an insufficient ground time environment. Really appreciated your team made every effort to minimize the impact of the aircraft rotation delays.
Your team richly deserves to get the credit for managing well the aircraft turnaround activities under critical situations. Understood there are
always challenges to face when an incoming aircraft arrives late unexpectedly. Every single catch up minute makes a big difference which can
minimize the risk of reactionary delays and passenger misconnections. Every minute counts!
Work Well Done -- Keep it up!
…...By Zoe Lam, In-Time Performance, Cathay Pacific / Dragon Air



Mr. Vignesh, Ms. S Nagarajan were appreciated by Vistara Passengers.

Mr. Sagar Gupta , CSA, AISATS DEL
Compliments for providing service excellence
“I want to praise Sagar Gupta for the help he gave me above and beyond what anyone could expect. I did not know
that I would be unable to leave the airport after checking in my two checked bags and I had planned to return to my
hotel to pick up my carry-on bag but was prevented by airport staff. Without the help of Mr Gupta I would have had
to leave my carry-on bag in India. Since the hotel had no policy to send left behind bag of passenger to airport he
arranged for a taxi to pick up my bag and also helped me rush through boarding formalities so I would not miss my
flight. I am eternally grateful for his help and his kind assistance. I was quite distressed about the situation and he made it all turn out OK."
….By Susan C Hall , passenger of All Nippon Airways

Mr. Nayan Barman, PSA, AISATS DEL
Appreciation for excellent service provided.
“Mr. Nayan Barman AISATS staff has earned 2 compliments feedback from SQ passenger on his patience and assistance for going the extra mile in helping elderly and sick passenger during SQ AOG flight.
SQ ASM Wesley has applauded staff for his dedication and service oriented mentality which stood out especially
during the tough handling of a flight on AOG.”
… By SQ ASM Wesley and passenger of Singapore Airlines
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Compliments for Staff
AISATS DEL MHB team
Appreciated for excellent Baggage Handling support provided at DEL station
“I must acknowledge that your frontline team led by their managers played a very supportive and indulging role all through. The entire MHB
team must be specially complimented for their whole hearted support for almost ten days following the incident while they were challenged
with MHB and OHD on the same flights running in 2-3 hundreds on consecutive flights at the same time. To add on to this challenge was clearing
the bags from customs using all possible negotiation skills and further coordinating with the MHB Delivery Vendor for quick dispersal while keeping record of everything for back tracking and follow up. Our records indicate that we had a mishandling of approx. 1400 bags in that duration
and we are left with single digit unclaimed out of that number as on date.
I wish to support you in whatever way you may need to be, to personally compliment and thank each and every staff formally. Please let me
know if I can support you in this recognition. “
...By Mr. Kashif Khan, Airport Services Manager, Emirates

Mr. Piyush Suri, Mr. Jameel, Ms. Suchita, and Mr. Jai, AISATS DEL
Appreciated for the hard work put in locating lost baggage
“ I wanted to write a letter of appreciation for Piyush Suri, Jameel, Suchita, and Jai
at New Delhi Indira Gandhi International Airport. These individuals went out of their
way to track down a bag that was lost during the Lufthansa strike back in November
2016.
I was traveling from the US to India for my wedding and my was bag was lost in flight. I was told in New Delhi that they didn't even show it
checked with my flight from San Francisco but this did not stop them from tracking it down and getting it to New Delhi before the wedding. I'm
truly grateful for all their hard work!! “
…..By Mr. Gregory Kristofer, passenger of Singapore Airlines



Mr. J.P. Dubey, and Mr. Dushyant were appreciated by Air India for their performance during Counter Hijack (GH) exercise.



Mr. Mohammad Jameel was appreciated by Singapore Airline Passenger, Mr. Amandeep Singh & Mr. Gaurav Sharma , Mr. Jagveer & Mr.
Rahul were appreciated by Emirates’ Passengers for helping them in finding their lost baggage.



Mr. Harmeet , Mr. Irshad , Mr. Vivek Sharma were appreciated for extending a helping hand to Emirates Passengers



Mr. Manu Philips Thomas was appreciated by a Passenger for professional service while dealing with flight delays at DEL.

Mr. Fahad , AISATS HYD
Appreciated for providing passenger delight through the service offered
“i was to Delhi and was early at the airport. Mr. Fahad came to me and asked me for assistance and saw my ticket
and told me the counters would open by 7:15. He took my ticket ,checked in the system and realized I was travelling
in business class. He immediately came into action and printed my boarding pass and said we don't want our business class customers to wait and told me about the lounge service and he helped me to clear the security checks . I
was amazed by the service provided . Convey my special thanks to Fahad”
…. By Gaurav Singh, passenger of Vistara

Mr. Suresh Jathari and Mr. Kaleemullah Ashraf AISATS, HYD
Appreciated for providing service diligently
“Mr. Suresh Jathari and Mr. Kaleemullah Ashraf who are assigned as office support staff and support
SV staff in daily administrative activities. Mr Wahid has appreciated the staff by stating “Both have
displayed a good approach and dedication toward their job responsibility and delivering administrative services at SV office”.
….By Mr Mohammed Wahid Ali, Lead - CSA , Saudi Arabian Airlines
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Compliments for Staff
Ms. Sravani and Team , AISATS , HYD
Excellent Customer service provided
“I would like to convey our sincere appreciation and gratitude for the service of your Hyderabad Airport Check In Representative Miss Sravani and her team. Our flight had been delayed and the service and professionalism they demonstrated in managing our disappointment calmly and professionally as well as providing an incredibly important efficient check in service was greatly appreciated. This is the first time we are using Vistara and we have been left so far
with a positive impression of the airline as a result of Miss Sravani and her team and as a result would be happy to use
you again and recommend you to our colleagues. I am an Emirates Gold Frequent Flyer, Flying Blue Gold member as
well as Qatar Silver and the service we have received was on par with many of them. Thank you”
….By Karim Alidina, passenger of Vistara
Mr. Muppa Satish Kumar , AISATS HYD
Quick and immediate action initiated
“I was travelling with my family on Jan 16th 2017 by Ethihad Airways from Hyd- Chicago. My son was travelling to
Nepal via Delhi by Air India. We arrived together & by mistake my son checked my bag .We realized after 10 min &
quickly ran to the counter for help. The lady at the counter gave my son's boarding pass to Muppa Satish Kumar to get
the bag back. He quickly got it back & also politely refused to take the money I offered in gratitude. I was so proud to
see my Indian employee acting so humble & dignified. I take this moment to salute his behavior & highly recommend
him for any further promotions”.
….By Rama Lingaswamy , Passenger of Etihad Airways



Mr. Samsuel was appreciated by Vistara Passenger for his exceptional customer service performance.

Miss Sanchita AISATS IXE
Appreciated for providing assistance in locating lost baggage
“ I had lost hope in getting back my baggage but Miss Sanchita made it all happen. Customer support and satisfaction
should be the priority of any Airline...and she just proved it. No doubt I even appreciate the TEAM for their cooperation. am happy to say Sanchita handled things by doing all the needed process and getting back my baggage, I really appreciate her hard work and dedication towards her job... by keeping the customer happy in all possible ways.
..By Syed Mohammed Imran, passenger of Air India Express

Mr. Ansar Ismail, AISATS IXE
Excellent Customer Service delivered
“I would like to take this opportunity to write a few lines and compliment Mr. Ansar Ismail (Shift In-charge AI Stats) working with your esteemed organization based at Mangalore Airport. This all started with an excitement as my folks (Pax of
5 adults + Infant, PNR YIQP28 & WTNKFD)) were planning to travel from Mangalore to Doha on IX 821 dated 07th May
2017.Although the pre-arrangements were planned meticulously, one thing was nagging me over the days was who
could assist them in the airport as the pax included my granny (80years of old) and they all were travelling for the first time abroad.
However my worries were at ease when my folks came across Mr. Ansar Ismail, who extended all the help required to make this journey comfortable and memorable.
Sir, on a personal note would like to thank Mr. Ansar for his great work, integrity, dedication, his excellent customer service, fine work ethic,
optimistic outlook and abundance of strength and wisdom which will prove him to be a big asset to your organization.”
…. By Pravina Shetty, passenger of Qatar Airways
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Compliments for Staff
Ramp Team , AISATS TRV
Appreciation for excellent ground support provided by the team.
“On behalf of our EK521/15th Jan Team, I would like to appreciate the way the Ramp Team Handled the Challenges.
Our flight Touched down at 08:19 and was waiting at Taxi bay for Bay allocation. As all three bays were occupied flight
chocks on at 08:48. Informed Ramp Team that in spite of chocks on delay we are planning to depart on time.
We had around 19T of Cargo and 6T of baggage to load. At 09:45 supervisor Mr.Madhu informed me that the Aft LDL got
stuck and engine got off due break issue. Initially they tried to start the AFT LDL to replace with FWD and failed to do so Within 6-8 mints the
whole LDL swapping process completed.
I would really appreciate the way they responded according to the situation. Also I am very much impressed about the way they were
communicating with EK Team about the loading . I would also like to bring to your attention on the performance of Mr.Kishore/Mr.Madhu/Mr
Jijo & Mr. Subin.
Proper communication helps us to support you to face the challenges in a better and quicker way … KEEP GOING TEAM !!! “
…..By Rengu V. Thampi , passenger of Emirates

Mr Rameez Raja, AISATS, TRV
Driven by passenger delight .
“I am writing you to commend the very helpful and efficient Rameez Raja, one of your employees. We found that
the service he provided as we were departing from the International Airport in Kerela was exceptional. On the
29/12/16 our Etihad flight was running late and there was a danger that we would miss our missing flight to
London. Rameez upgraded us to first class so that we could make the connecting flight and was very courteous and
helpful during our whole interaction. He turned a potentially anxious experience into a very pleasant one. He is very
diligent, an asset to your organization and I hope that he gets the recognition that he receives.”
…...By Ashvinder Mann , Passenger of Etihad Airways
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